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Handling the Potato Crop.
If possible it is better to leave the
potatoes in the ground until the vines
L· HICK»
^
are dead, but not too long afterward.
Dentist,
Surgeon
The vine and yellow worms do very
MAINE.
little work before the vinee die. It ia
SOUTH PARIS.
better to leave the potatoes thrown np
warranted.
work
beet
,\U my
lightly on the ground before storing, to
let them thoroughly dry. This gives
JON
KS,
Ρ·
H.
the eurface soil a chance to dry on the
tubers so a little handling cleans it off
Dentist,
pretty well. Four or five hours'sun and
MAINE.
wind also toughen the skin so it is not
SuKWAV.
loosened as much by handling, espe4·
13—1
oa... Hour»—»to
cially if the potatoes are dug a little before ripe.
» SMITH,
Potatoes dug in the afternoon are not
hauled
in until the next day unless it
Attorney at Law,
looks
like rainy weather. The hauling
MAINE.
NORWAY,
In is simply a matter of least labor and
Collection» a Specialty.
Horn Block.
time. We generally drive the team into
the field with a long platform on the
A PARK.
wagon on which barrels are placed.
The horses are driven so they, as well as
Attorneys at Lawr
the wagons, go astride of a double row.
MAINE.
BKTHEL,
The potatoes are picked out and poured
Ellery C. Part.
A '«on K. Merrick.
directly into the barrels and when these
are all filled, driven to the cellar where
HARLOW,
two men can very quickly unload by
taking a barrel at a time and dumping
Attorney at Law,
it down the shute into the bins. Ripe
MAINE.
DIXKIKLD,
potatoes put dry into cool cellars require little or no subsequent care. It is
HIUHTA WHEELER,
well to have a current of air passing
through the cellar for a week or two.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, There is, however, little tendency in
potatoes to heat. When harvested in
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
this way, house and outbuilding cellars
Alton C-Wheeler.
J :„ -V Wright.
are generally used for storing.
In Nova
Scotia the greater part of the crop is
sold direct from the field and, considerj. H.
ed from all standpoints, this is tho most
CIVIL ENUINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
satisfactory method of handling the
'. Ht>th Street, South Paris, Maine.
crop. Last fall, potatoes sold for $1 a
sack of 170 pounds, the sack being furMeps and Plan· made to order.
f the tlmberlands and pocket maps of nished
by the buyer. This will give
M
about 40 cents a bushel. Tubers are
e* h .-.;:r.ty for Mle.
I'nbllfhere of the Atlas of Maine.)
sacked and loaded on tho wagons as
they are picked up, thus saving the
extra handling necessary to put them in
the cellar, pick over and carry out again.
There is also a certain amount of shrinkage in cellaring, liability to rot, etc., as
Me.
14 Main St.,
well as having the use of the money in
the fall. Taking everything into consideration, 35 to 40 cents in the fall is
as good as 50 cents in the spring following, in my opinion.—Cor. in New England Homestead.
j*
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That the present dog

NASH,

Ucensed Taxidermist,

The Abandoned Farm Myth.
Well, here U to Frank D. Ward of Batavia, N. Y., "may he live long and proe-

His article on New York's abanoned farms is a most timely, manly and
courageous defence of home conditions
and home institutions. I bave been
through practically all of Maine, much
of New Hampshire and Vermont, and
have studied farm conditions here as
Mr. Ward has studied them in New
York, coming to just the same conclusions that he has. The cry of abandoned farms has done much to disparage
New England agriculture. No enterprising, ambitious young man wishes to
engage in any business or go into any
locality for a lifework if the trend of the
people is away from the business and
from the place. There is a constant
tendency on the part of every one to go
where others are going and to do as
others are doing. The power of example is great and miist be reckoned
with everywhere.
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After a rumbling Journey tiirougn
unseen streets he emerged into another
He was led
walled In courtyard.
through more corridors and told to
"skip lively" up a winding staircase.
At the top be came out into a big room,
All through New England there are
with a well-like space In front of him,
villages and towns that were built unaround which
der conditions as they existed before filled with a huge table,
them
railroads were built. When the rail- Hat several gentlemen, among
roads did come they were laid from city Mr. Isaacstein, while on an elevated
to city, or along some waterways of easy platform beyond was an elderly man,
grades. Business began to go to them, who wore eyeglasses and who wrote
and as the towns around railroad centers something in a book without looking
were built up, other towns which had
called out.
up when rhilip's name was
been dependent upon the business they
A police inspector, whom Philip had
were getting failed of their support and
not seen before, made a short stategradually came to decay. Let no one
and was followed by the conmourn for the old times that kept these ment
His
stable who efTected the arrest.
now remote towns alive; rather let us
all put our shoulders to the wheel and story was brief and correct, and then
help pueh things in our business centres the inspector stated that Mr. Wilson of
so that a demand for the products of 'Jrant & Sons, Ludgate Circus, would
the soil may be created sufficient to war- be called at the next hearing, as hfr—
rant the cultivating of lands far removed the
inspector—weuld ask for a remand
from markets. Then the wood and timto enable inquiries to be made. Meanber question is more and more becoming
of Hatton Garden
It is while Mr. Isaacstein
an important one in our country.
convenient to attend that
folly to resiet nature on lands unadapted had made it
to give evito tillage, for if let alone she will soon day and would be pleased
clothe them with crops that shall return dence.if his worship desired to hear
many fold their former income, and with him.
no cultivation or labor on the part of the
"Certainly," said Mr. Abingdon, the
tfwner. Fifteen hundred dollars' worth
"This seems to l»e a somemagistrate.
of fine timber was recently eold from the
what peculiar case, and I will bo glad
stump from seven acres of land near me, if Mr. Isaacstein can throw any light
and the young pine now stand too thick
it."
for their best growth on the same land. upon
But Mr. Isaacstein could not do any
Fifty acres of upland pasture at The
succinct
Pines given up to nature in the early 80's such thing. He wound up a
will sell for more than the whole farm account or Philip's visit and utterances
would have brought at that time for the by declaring that there was no collecpines growing there.
tion of meteoric diamonds known to
him from which such a remarkable set

Then, again, natural as well as com- of stones could be stolen.
mercial conditions change. Our sweet
This emphatic statemeut impressed
corn is growing this season on land that the magistrate.
was too low for any hoed crops when
"Let me see them," he safd.
cleared. In fact, the older people at
The parcel was handed up to him,
that time counted him foolish who took
and he examined its contents with obDog Question.
into the lower interaxe or

law is inadfew doubt, but to increase the
present tax on doge will not make it
more adequate, but would work injustice
upon many people who would be obliged
to part with their pets or pav the excessive tax. vihich they could not afford
The dog fund in cities and
to do.
boroughs is seldom drawn upon to pay
damages done by dogs for the simple
reason that there is but little within
those cities and boroughs to be damaged
and practically all money collected by the
levy upon dogs goes to pay other ex-
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ever harvest paying
crops for his labor. He who would raise
corn, rye, wheat or potatoes in those
days must cling to the highlands and the
rocks. Let us not blame our forefathers
that these now barren hillsides were
ever cleared, but in taking advantage of
the changed and far better conditions
that exist to-day let us take courage and
thank God for their labors.

vales, thinking to

Oldtime agriculture

was

essentially

vious interest
"Are you quite sure of their meteoric origin, Mr. Isaacstein?" be asked.
"Yes."
"Can you form any estimate of their
probable value?"
"About £no,ooor
The reply startled the magistrate,
and It sent u thrill through the court.
"lleally! So much!" Mr. Abingdon
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of the court tadI to
to deal with α case of this natur
He smiled in Ills
••We all remember the copy»»*
ma*h». -U-t
on

perplexity

Jta^j^buî' to«

^.rrj^^^'deau.,.0.
one

landed «nd «ta

£ H." W" i «»»"»
«rzz
newed actmt}·
'

tn-ii-

with u vengeance—worth all
nlnv It demanded in the evening pa
Headlines would whoop through
a quarter of « column, nud Ihillps

perl

meteor again run through space.
The hov himself was apparently the
disinterested person prese
While listening to Isaa?:it<'in, he again
experienced the odd sensation of aloof*
ness of lofty domination, amid a com-

monplaee and insignlflcaut environment The man was clever, of course,
hut his cleverness was that of the tex
a dry record of fact which needed genius to illuminate-the printed
1 .lw.-p lawyers,
reporters, pothe vacuous background
of loungers, the friends and bottle ho hi-

Su

Λ

tmen 'with

of thieves aud druukards-tlie mat,
Utrate even, remote in his dignity and
«U* of n«v,r-wta. «»«
vini ·» of no greater import than tuc
of the atroeta to the pul·
life of London «» »
t
The tnagMratc glanced at >·■"»'"
ers

<';/«

paving^etonee

Satins

and stroked his chin. Isaacsttin ta*
at the packet of dlan»n,U»nd
rublwd his sinuous nose. There vas
deep silence h» court, broken only by
the occasional shuttle of feet among the
audta.ee a. the hach-a shuffle
stopped instantly when the stc
of a policeman darted In that

intently

Sauce

dlîf'last

the magistrate seemed to
make up his mind to a definite couiae

0t«'There

is only one person present"
he said, "who can throw light on t.i s
extraordinary case, and that is the bo>

"(Jul te true. Tlie inference It that
yon liuve discovered α mèteoric deposit
of diamouds."
Sum»—not all—are before
"I have.
you."

β

A tremor shook tlie court. Ieaacsteln
swallowed something, and his head
sa uk more deeply below his shoulders.
"Then I take if*that you will not inform me of the locality of this deposit?"
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All Humors

Hood's Sarsaparilla

at

hie meteor.

Such few sen atlonal rohe had rend credited detectives with superhuman sagacity. In
his mind, Johnson's Mews was t!:e
center of the world. It enshrined the
martelons—how could It escape the
thousands of prying eyes that daily
passed throrgh the great thoroughfare of the East End hut a few yards
Judgiug from the remark
away?
dropped by the warder, all London
A puzzling
was talking ahout him.
feature was the abundant supply of
good food sent to him In prison. Who
was his unknown friend—and what
explanation was attached to the In-

ne

£8, be clalmcd

a

my questions?"
The young voice rang
"I do!"
til rough the building wHh amazing
fierceness.
Mr. Abingdon bent over the big book
in front of him and scribbled some-

thing.

"Iieinanded
tered.

for a

week," he

mut-

"Downstairs," growled the court
Jailer, and Philip disappeared from
sight. The magistrate was left gazing
at the packet of diamonds, aud he called Isaacsteln, the clerk of the court
and two police Inspectors liito his pri-

vate office for a consultation.
Meanwhile London was placarded
with Philip's adventures that Saturday
evening. Contents bills howled In their
blackest nnd biggest type, news venders bawled themselves hoarse over tills
latest sensation, Journalistic ferrets
combined theory and imagination In
the effort to spin out more "copy,"
Scotland Yard set Its keenest detectives at work to reveal the secret of
Philip's Identity, while Isaacsteln, acting on the magistrate's Instructions,
wrote to everj' possible source of Information In the effort to obtain some
clew as to recent meteoric showers.
No one thought of connecting the
great storm with the "diamond mystery." Meteors usually fall from a
clear sky and are in no way affected
by atmospheric disturbances, their
normal habitat being far beyond the
influence of the earth's envelope of air.
And so the "hunt for the meteor"
commenced and was kept up with zest
for many days. "Have you found it?"
became the stwk question of the humorist and might be addressed with
impunity to any stranger, particularly
If the stranger were a nice looking
No one answered "What?" !>ecause of
the weird replies that were forthcom-

giri

ing.

cident?

Philip's

emotions were uo more capable of analysis than a display of rockImmured in this cage, rattling
ets.
over the pavements, ho seemed to ho
advancing through a tunnel into an unknown v.-orld.
At last th»· van stopped, and he was
led forth into the yard of the police
He followed the same route as
court.
on the previous Saturday, hut when
be ascended Into the court itself he
discovered η change. The magistrate,
a coyple of clerks and some policemen
alone were present. The general public and the representatives of the press

In ten minutes."
Thus it happened that during the afternoon a dapper little clerk descended
from an omnibus in the neighborhood
of Johnson's Mews and begun his In-

quiries,

not visible.
He had scarcely faced the bench
when the magistrate said:
"You are set at liberty. The police
withdraw the charge against you."
Philip's eyes sparkled, aud his breast
heaved tumnitiiously. For the life of
Jim he couM utter no word, but Mr.
Abingdon helped him by quietly directng the usher to permit the lad to leave
the dock and take a seat at the sold tors' tablé.
Then, speaking slowly and with
«ome gravity, he snid:
"Philip M or land—that is the only
name by which I know you—the authorities have come to the conclusion
that your story Is right. You ha*e unquestionably found a deposit of diamond:, and, although this necessarily
exists on some person's property, there
is no evidence to show whose property
it is. It may I* your own. It may be
situated beyond the conlines of this
kingdom. There are many hyi>otheses,
each of which may Ik* true; but, in any
event, if others lay claim to this treasure trove—and I warn you that the
crown has a right in such a matter—
the issue is a civil and not a criminal
Therefore you are discharged
one.
and your property Is now handed back
were

all I/ondonere do, by conCertain facts
a* policeman.

as

sulting
were forthcoming.

"A Mrs. Anson, a widow, who lived
In Johnson's Slews?
Yes, I think a
woman of that name died a few weeks
ago. I remember seelug a funeral leave
I don't know anything
the mews.
about the boy. Sometimes when I pass
through there a.t night I have seen a
light In the hou^e. However, here It Is.
Let's have u look at It"
The pair entered the meve and approached the deserted house. The solicitor's clerk knocked and then tried
the door. It was locked. They both
went to the window aud looked In.
Had Philip hanged himself, as he Intended, they would have been somewhat surprised by the spectacle that
would have met their eyes. As it was,
they only saw a small room of utmost
wretchedness, with a mattress lying on
the floor In front of the fireplace. An
empty tin and a bundle of old letters
rested on a rickety chair, and a piece
of sacking was thrust through two
broken panes in the small window op-

posite.

"Not much there, eh?" laughed the
policeman.
"Not much, Indeed. The floor Is all
covered with dirt, und If It were not
for the bed one would Imagine that
the house was entirely deserted. Are
you sure Mrs. Anson Is dead?"
"Oh, quite sure. Hers was rather a

to you intact."
A clerk placed before Philip his parcel of diamonds, his key, the rustv
knife, the pieces of string and the two
buttons-truly a motley collection. The
boy was palg and his voice somewhat
tremulous as lie asked:
"May I go now, sir?"
Mr. Abingdon leaned back In his
chair and passed his hand over his
face to conceal a smile.
"I have something moro to say to
he answered. "It is an offense

hard case, some one told me. I remember now. It was the undertaker. He
lives near here."
"And the boy. Has he gone away?"
"I don't know. I haven't seen hliu

lately."

Each of these men had read all the
you,"
and his diaagainst the law to withhold your name
white
monds. Large numbers of tiuy,
I admit the powerful
and addre-s.
pebbles were lying pu the floor beneath motives which actuated you, so I make
their eyes, but the window was not the
very great concession that your
clean, aud the light was far from good, earlier refusal will l>e overlooked if
as the sky was clouded. Yet they were
you privately tell me that which you
visible enough. The clerk noticed them were
unwilling to state publicly."
at once, but neither lie nor the policePhilip instantly decided that It would
man paid more heed to the treasures
be foolish In the extreme to refuse this
almost at their feet than was given by offer. He
pocketcd his diamonds, lookof
generations of men to the outcrop
ed the magistrate straight In the face
the maiu reef at Johannesburg. At last aud said:
they turned away. The clerk gave the
"I will do that, sir. As the Informapoliceman a cigar with the remark:
tion Is to be given to you alone, may I
"I will just ask the undertaker to write it?"
give me a letter, stating the facts about
The policemen and other officials
Mrs. Anson's death. I suppose the boy
sniggered at this dlsp'a.v of caution,
is In the workhouse?"
but the magistrate nodded, and Philip
"Who knows? It often heats me to wrote his name au I a hlress on a sheet
are
who
kids
the
of
becomes
tell what
of foolscap, which lie folded l»efore
left alone lu London. Poor little devhanding it to the usher.
ils, they mostly go to the lad. There
To his great siirj rl c, Mr. Abingdon
should bo some means of looking after
placed the pa|w»r in a pocketbook withthem. I think."
out o|tening It.
Thus did Philip, bravely sustaining
"I will make no use of tills document
his heart In the solitude of a prison, unless the matter «.nines bc'ore me
escape the greatest,danger that threat- again officially. I wish to point out to
ened the preservation of his secret, aud you that I have brought you from prisall because a scheming woman was too on at the earliest possible moment and
clever to tell her solicitors the exact have spared you the publicity which
reason for her anxiety concerning the
your movements, would attract were
whereabouts of Mrs. Anson aud her your case settled In open court. You
son.
are not aware |>erhaps that you figure
The boy passed ft dolorous Saturday largely in the eyes of the public at this
ulght and Sunday. Nevertheless the moment. There are newspapers which
order, the cleanliness, the comparative would give a hundred pounds to get
comfort of a prison were not wholly hold of you. There are thieves who
ungrateful to him. Ills meals, tlioiigh would shadow your evory movement,
luxurious waiting for a chance to waylay and
were
wholesome,
crude,
rob you—murder you if necessary. I
even, compared with the privations he
had endured during the previous fort- have taken precautions, therefore, to
night. The enforced re..t, to.», did him safeguard you, at least within the pregood, and, being under remand, he cincts of this court, but I cannot be reMay I
had nothing to do but eat, take exer- eitonslble beyond Its limita.

reports concerning Philip

provided

cise. read a few l>ooks
him and sleep.
>Λ
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ask what you intend to do?"
Philip, proud In the knowledge that
he was cleared of oil dishonor, was at
no loss for words now.
"First I wish to thank you, sir." lie
"You have acted most kindly
said.
toward me. and when I am older I
hope to be permitted to acknowledge
your thoughtfulnesg better than Is possible today. I will endeavor to take
1 am going now to see
care of myself.

for

iciuuinHu.v

change lu LU fare. Λ pint of tirst

rate

and some excellent bread and
butter for breakfast evoked 110 comme» t on bis part. but a dinner of roost
beef, potatoes, cabbage nud rice pudding was so extremely unlike prison

cocoa

diet that lie questioned the turnkey.
"It's all right, kid," came the brief
Eat while
"It's iwld for.
answer.
you can and ask no questions."
"But"—
The door slammed, and at tne next
meal Philip received in silence a cup
of tea and a nice tea cake. This went
The good food
ou durlug three days.
and rest had already worked a marvelous change in his appearance. lie
entered the prison looking like a starved dog. When be rose on the Thursday morning and washed himself, no
one would have recognized him as the
same boy were It not for his clothes.
After dbiiier he was tidying bis cell
and replacing the plates aud the rest
on a tin tray when the door was suddenly flung open, and a warder cried:
"Come along. Morland. You're want-

Λ1Γ.

[το

awaited him.
as

Qe was the
the first

on

memorable ride In that conveyance.
When he came to the prison from the
police court he had several companions
In misery, but they were "stretched."
His case was the only "remand."
During the long drive Philip endeavored to guess the cause of this unexpected demand for his presence. Naturally, be assumed that Johnson's
Mew« no longer held mi· the secret of

UUl
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be

continued.]

Hard on 8chooimast«r·.
It Is a notorious fart that schoolmasters were ouce regarded as α servile
Their
clasn and truatwd accordingly.
remuneration was ridiculously small,
often amounting only to the right of
living from house to house. But It Is
doubuul If u more peculiar method of
paying schoolmasters was ever dovlsod
than that which prevailed In certain

English counties, notably Cumberland,
during the early eighteenth century.
Just before the Inginuiug of Lent the
boys would arrange to hold a cockfight, and each boy would make α payment to the master for the privilege.
The "cock penny" was regarded a legitimate Itîiu Lithe master's Income.—
Minneapolis Journal.

were

van

Ιΐυ

hitn.

passing along a lofty corridor. and there was no siq>erIor officer
In sight. The warder laughed.
"I don't know, my lord," he said,
"but the menoo came from the ltoyal
Star hotel, opposite."
Philip obtained no further news. ITe
passed through an office, a voucher
was signed for him, and he emerged
Into the prison yard, where the huge

prison

1

tance from here. JLet me—er—lend you
α cab fare."
"Thank you, sir," said Philip. And
Mr. Abingdon, unable to account for
the Interest he felt in the boy, quite
apart from his inexplicable story, gave
him δ shillings and shook hands with

been here."

only occupant, just

JSUtlCail'lIJ.

he will send for η policeman attain. If
he does, I will bring him before-you."
The magistrate himself laughed at
this sally.
"You are η strange boy," he said. "I
think you are acting wisely. But—er—
you have no money-that is, In a
Ilattou Garden is some dissense.

ed at the court."
"At the court!" he could not help
saying. "This is only Thursday.''
"What a boy you are for arguing!
Pick up your hat and come. Your carriage waits, my lord. I hope you will
like your quarters as well when you
A pretty stir you have
come back.
made in the papers the last five days."
Philip glanced at the man, who seemed to l>e in a good humor.
"I will not come back," he said quietly, "but I wish you would tell me who
supplied me with food while I have

They

HUMORS OF WAR.

mances as

ereign."
Her ladyship rose and glided grace"Yes."
fully tbward the door, followed by the
"And you think that by disclosing maid, who whispered to a French
your name nnd address you will reveal waiter—bowing most deferentially to
that locality?"
the guest as he held the door open—that
her mistress was a cat. lie confided
Philip grew red.
"Is it fair," he said, with a curious his own opinion that her ladyship was a
Icluess in his tone, "that a man of your holy pig, aud the two passed along a
age should use his position and knowl- corridor.
edge to try to trip a boy who Is brought
Lady Morland hastily tore open the
before you on a false charge?"
recovered dressing c«ise and consulted
It was the magistrate's turn to look an address book.
slightly confused. There was some
"Oh, here It Is!" she cried triumphantasperity in his reply.
ly. "No. 3 Johnson's Mews, Mile End
"I am not endeavoring to trip you, road, E. What a horrid smelllug place.
but rather to help you to free yourself However, Messrs. Sbarpe & Smith will
from a difficult position. However, do now be able to obtain some definite InI understand that you refuse to answer telligence for me. Julie! My carriage

The police failed ulterlv In their efalmost scared.
No machine came
muscular.
forts to discover Philip's Identity or
out as
turn
all
and
after
at
they
cutting,
cy*
"if.
the
Thillp.
capacity
lighten labor and increase
MASONIO BLOCK,
residence. Johnson's Mews, Mile End
ιthe t dn r
of the laborer. Then competition was well as I expect, that is a moderate quickly turned
road,
might as well be In Timbuktu
worth."
the
uJ
their
standing upright against
fair; now, with the machinery available, estimate of
NORWAY. penses.
Telephone Connection.
for all the relation it bore to I.ndgnte
On the other hand, comparatively few it is the easily tilled soil that gives pay"I take it. from what you say, that that shut him oh from the \>c··
Hill or Hatton Garden. Λη East Γη.1
country Tîoge do damage to stock be- ing returns. When the young men of meteoric diamonds are rare?"
cou"t The professional people
cause they come in contact with sheep, one farm or of one
PhilHOLLISTER-3
locality are riding on
did not ai- prdleenian might have recognized
closed his throat with a
the
Ii-'aacstcln
that
magistrate
their
and
cattle and fowls daily,
accept
had he seen him, but the official dethe cultivator, the plow, the mowing
bunched
»s Ip
aud
up
the
cough
to
lude
looking
>outh
strange
nitory
while
the
prem<
presence as a matter of course,
machine and the harvester, thoee of anscription of his clothing and personal
wabble was "the prisoner."
A Β jy Medicine fer Ba»y People.
city dogs straying to the country become other locality will not willingly walk in his shoulders. A slight
w
appearance applied to thousands of
Oolden Health and Renewed Vigor.
What was poll.» to
excited upon seeing these animals and the furrow, cut weeds with a hoe, or steadied by his stumpy hands on the
hobbledehoys In every district In LonA ^ ••••ilio for Constipation, In llirentiou. I.ive
box. He was really thi-i destitute urchin going to 1·μμ !
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Two persons among the
:
I: s Rocky Mountain Tea in tab- depleted treasury to pay the bills, often
worth £50,000? Oddly .enough, no
pay.—B. Walker McKeen, Fryeburg, subject, and he knew it.
Oeuuin» raado by
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paid heed
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while the tax upon the really guilty curs
knowledge that would have led the inmond miners that diamonds fall from owned far more than that
GOLDEN N'JGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
the
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goes for. urban improvements. By
said.
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showers."
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ou
skies in meteoric
was not he. but his packet ofdluu
establishment of a state treasury for the A Tribute to the Man with the Hoe. the
who attended Mrs. Anson in her last
for
foundation
sort of
And had not
t,nt evoked wonder.
At a recent meeting of Mattapoieett "There is some
dog fund into which every dollar collectillness, had he read the newspaper
stones are
Ieaacsteln. the great merchant an 1 exed upon a dog would find its way there (Mass.) Grange, C. J. Tuthill, pastor of tills mistaken view, as the
comment on the boy's speech and manwould be sufficient money to pay all the Congregational church, gave an in- found in volcanic pipes or columns pert appraised them openly, Una «
nerisms, might have seen the coincidamages on a 100 per cent basis, with- teresting talk. Among other things he of dlamantlferous material, aud the nossible that tho«e dirty white peb- dence
supplied by the Christian name
out increasing the present tax.
said there are few men in the world who crude Idea is that gigantic meteors fell bles could be endowed with such
and thus been led to make some furLet us not only pay for sheep killed would not like to own a farm and taste and
distributlh
holes,
these
thousand
deep
pound.,.
tiality! Fifty
plowed
ther investigation. But his hands were
and bitten, but also for damage actually the joys of harvesting and shepherding
ing diamonds In all directions as they were men In the room, and not c .1
full of trouble of his own account. A
done the remainder of the (lock, for if the location could be desirable and if
are
so
called
the
whose
unwashed,
the
But
pipes
eel to
where two or three only are killed out of there could be plenty of capital to con- passed.
mixed a prescription wrongdispenser
volcanoes.
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at
the vents
dried and tongues swelled
50, the greater damage is sustained by duct the affaire of the outdoor life. It really
ly and dosed a patient with half un
not realize that the
tlon.
those remaining alone, even though they may not be the easiest sort of life to Ignorant people do
ounce of arsenic instead of half an
does
be not scratched, for it takes them a milk the cows, replenish the wood pile, chemical composition of the earth
The su^seounce of cream of tartar.
CIIAPTKlt VI.
whole season to recover from the fright. All the corn crib and drain the meadow. not differ greatly from that of the
knew that a fresli onleai quent inquest gave the doctor enough
Make having sheep killed by dogs the There are horny hands of toil for him bodies which surround it in space, so
IIow could lie to do, and the lirst paper he hud leiwas a* liand.
most profitable way they can be dispos- who grasps the hoe, the scythe and the that the same process of manufacture
sure to peruse contained a bare refered of, and we will again see our hills be- ax, but his sleep will be sweet at night. under high temperature aud at great
preserve his secret, how h mo tu
decked with this economic stock. To Winter brings blockades, but the snow
the majesty of ence to the "diamond mystery" as rea diamond in a
against
creates
prevail
which
pressure
increase the present tax alone would is white and vision lengthened. No one
the vealing no further developments. He
meteor has equal powers here. In a the British law as personified hy
not only fail to relieve the situation in knows better than the farmer the fact
whose
man
passed the paragraph unread.
of
the
in
the
outer
serene
authority
what has happened
rural towns, but would cause the sacri- that everything has its enemy a* he word,
The remaining uncertain element
him?
on
now
rested
Kimberat
penetrating glance
fice of a few pets and place a few thou- deals with the weed·:, insects, grubs and universe has also happened
South Paris, Maine.
centered In old O'Brien, the pensioner.
iron acts as the solvent during Ills was a dour and stubborn nature,
sand dollars at the disposal of the "city moths, hawks and '.oxee, but these all ley.
Now It chanced that the treasury had
as yet in rig'd
fathers" to be used in paving streets or teach him how to protect himself and the period of creation, so to speak. though hardly molded
discovered that by a clerical mistake
I To threw hack his head and
which it bis possessions. Ho is also blessed with Then In tl;e lapse of ages It oxiflizes lines.
A
any purpose other than that for
old man had been
was intended.—L. F. Armstrong in New
numerous aids to his profession in agri- by the neiton of air or water and the
tightened Ms lips. He would clin?» t·» lu a warrant the
CURE
cultural colleges, agricultural papers, diamond; remain."
his anonymity to the hitter end. no drawing twopence a day in excess of
England Homestead.
Rut ho wnld his rightful pension for thirty-three
matter what the cost.
granges, and even in national departlut' IllUKIHIIUll- IIUUUCU,
Succès with Small Flocks.
Some humorfct In Whitehall
ment of agriculture.
not lie. Never again would he conde- years.
of
a minerai
are
"There
particles
absorbed.
» quick!»
He who unlocks the secrete of life has
Ν. K. Ilardy of Fryeburg, Me., whose
thereupon sent him a demand for £1υ3
these scend to adopt a subterfuge.
iron
among
like
looks
that
Gi»<> Rdiel at One·.
Observation teaches
the member of
success with his flock of sheep last vast opportunities.
"Philip Morland," began the magis- aud li> shillings, and
and develop and bear stcnesY" h·» said.
It cleanses, soothes
season was noted in The New England how things grow
the Whltechapel Jivision was comtrate.
to
time
Iraacstelu
is
The qreslion gave
is life getting, but it
and protects
tactics In the
Farmer, says that from the 17 sheep fruit. Farming
of breath. S η re
"My nnme is not Philip Morland," pelled to adopt stern
the diseased nieiuwintered he has, this season, sold in also life giving. Produce from the draw η frv'i supply
matter was adjusted,
before
the
house
the
and
markets
boy.
into
interrupted
n t'ie.ice no .v. lie proceeded
br.oie. It cures Caof h!
wool and lambs, the value of $90, and fields is going hourly
and O'Brien was allowed to receive
"Then what is your name."
tarrh and drives
has kept lambs enough to keep his flock is distributed in vast quantities every- more slowl.·.
foundation
is
the
"I will not tell you. sir. I mean no the reduced quarterly stipend then
;.· ii Cold in the i—>c.
'•That Is a certain pr« < .' < f a metcorlc
eood. While this is uot an exceptional- where. Agriculture
Ht id quickly,
of civilization. Meat and vegetables
the fact that I am treat- due. During that awful crisis the poor
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: s u'li *··κI!« η of the disrespect, but
so:.!( o. *A
ly high average per sheep, in net returns
■
Even
eti-ro·» the Senses of
George H. support human industries and inven- fact Is nj ;>!i,· 1 b.:
it is very satisfactory.
ills:r!ct In Ari- ed as a criminal merely because 1 old fellow hardly ate or slept.
T.isr« and Smell. Full size 50 eta., Ht Druii- Walker of the same town who for many tions. The primitive digging stick, prowish to dispose of my property warns when it had ended the notion remainin
ml!?s
live
on
a
Here,
zona.
|.':!n
or by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
success with genitor of hoe, spade, plow and modern
of me of what I may expect If I state ed firmly fixed In his mind that the
years has made a grand
has been, after ;liu:sK te;\ ::re scattered thousands
I 1 y Brothers, 56 Vr'arreu Street, New Y oris·
"murdherin* government hud robbed
sheep in a small way, having sold some agricultural implements
In pnblicly who I am and where I live."
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of
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for the service
ruu:
of his early Iambs this season for nearly all, the "big stick"
the magistrate him of a hundred gowlden sovereigns
first
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a
η
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«
weight froj,
$10 net, has bought a large farm near humanity.
A new Lot
modulated an' more."
Questions are before us as to who one oun^e. An enormous meteoric heard the correct ond well
his own and will stock it with sheep.
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fell there at some period, and flow of Philip's speech. If anything.
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The best
of Plumbing Goods.
be taxed ; as to the amount
made more dense the mist through read during many days was the quesewee. The farm will be enclos- men ought to
near t*lie eon'er Is a crater-like hole
breeding
oak woodwork for closets. No old
he may hold; questo grope his way. tion addressed by his "mlraber" to the
ed with woven wire fences and every of personal wealth
which s-'.ig-e-is the Impact of some which he was trying
a tions as to the rights of corporations
chancellor of the exchequer and the
"What do you mean?" he asked.
In
goods. Call and 6ee this line.
Itself
burled
which
precaution will be taken to maintain
body
large
No first class herd in every respect. There and unions; concerning the powers and very
"I mean that if I state who I am I brief reply thereto, both of which were
the
know
bing promptly attended to.
All
mineralogists
the
earth.
of eduis yet roem for many more to "go and federal government; questions
will be robbed and swindled hy all fixed beforehand by mutual arrangefor team.
a< the Canyon Diabolo, or DevThe demand for the cation, etc. The members of the grange place
do likewise."
of its ore are with whom I come In contact. I have ment
the
are all affected by each one of these il's gulch, and specimens
on
is
ever
fold
of
the
Xj. M. Longloy,
sheep
products
In one Instance the name giveu and
Ordinary tools starved, I have been beaten for trying
of wool and problems. The farmer must meditate in every collection.
Maine. increase, and the supply
I was struck last afterward repudiated by the boy did
and act. He has learned in daily ex- were spoiled and even emery wheels to earn a living.
limited.
is
world
the
very
over,
mutton,
perience the necessity of being law-abid- worn by some hard Ingredient In the night for saving α girl's life. I was ar- attract some attention. On the Moning, and the men of our granges ought iron, and unalysls has revealed the rested and dragged through the streets day following the remand a lady sat
Nature Regulates Crops.
to prove men of sober, steady judgment.
forme handcuffed this morning because I went at breakfast in a select West End ho"Nature has the habit of striking
presence therein of three distinct
the New —New England Homestead.
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say
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with
every day since July 22, interfering
heavily, but the "June drop" was
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heat.
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usually heavy. Other tree fruits
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He does not believe there will
JOB PRINTING.
light, particularly pears. In past yean
In usual liquid form or in chocolated found Itself at the police station. The
bar
his
town.—
In
nated."
than two-thirds of a orop
Greene County has shipped 100,000
tabletskpovfpatlOOdoeeafL cabman broucht It there, and. If yon
New England Homestead.
In a season.
The magistrate was unquestionably
At»·* 4 FMtos, S·»* M b rela of pears
in

the value was given
reward of £1."
"Which you will pay yourself. You
loet the bajr." was the curt reply.
"Where Is It?"
The maid's voice was somewhat tearful as she answered:
"In milady's room. I paid the sov-

please, milady,
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A federal Lieutenant Who Was Worse
Than Surprised.
During the c-ivll war the commander
at a marching detachment looked along
bis Hue. scowled at ltd Irregularity,
then shouted aloud: "Close up! Clos*
Why, if the enemy
•ρ, you fellows!
were to lire oa us now tliey couldn't
Lit one of you." Another commander,
while a battle was in progress, came
Upon a straggler wtio wan running
nway, with tears streaming down bis
cheeks. "My mnn, don't l*> a baby!"
Hie general remonstrated, thinking to
lliJiuu the renegade. "Boo hoo! WKht
I was α baby, and a gal baby ut that,"
was

the answer that showed him the

ruse was

hopeless.

That is less humanly amusing than
the aaswer of a guileless lieutenant
who with half u company had been
captured and paroled by the ubiquitous
John Morgan. Upon reaching Federal
territory the lieutenant made haste to
report to the nearest post commander,
who, after duly welcoming the new"Tell me how all this
comer. said:
happened. Were you surprised?"
"Surprise*!! A heap worse'η that. I

tell you, I was plum astonished to see
them gruy fellers. I was, fer α fact,
colonel," the lieutenunt answered, with
the air of one who fully covers the
case.—Success Magazine.

BONANZA POKER.
Game That Staggered a Haughty
Commercial Traveler.
Poker, say those who can remember
back to the times of the old west, has
No longer are such
seen Its l>est days.
A

royul battles waged over the gtven
cloth as when the newly fledged mining mllll· nalres met with money to
burn and with plenty of sorting spirit
to bum It.
"It was In the famous Silver Bow
club at Helena, Mont., that they used
to piny big poker," sa.\B α ιηαη who re-

"At the game one night
members.
Marcus Daly, Senator Hearst and
J. H. Ilnggln when there burst In a
radiant New York drummer who had
α two weeks' card to the institution,
lie marched up to the players and politely asked it' he might take a hand.
"
'Why, yes; come right lu.' said
nut

Duly.

"The drummer threw a hundred dol'Let me have
lar note on the table.
chip* for that,' lie said gruvely.
"lie went t<> hung up hl-i coat and
When he returned the Lill Mill
hat.
ou the table.
'What's the mutter, gentlemen?'
the traveling man haughtily Inquired.
"Ain't my money good?'
"
'Why. yes. to be sure,' said Duly.
'Hearst, give the geutleman one white
chip.'"—Semi» Rook.

lay

"

Schopenhauer on Hypocrisy.
Oh, for soi e Asmodeus of morality
to make not ouly roofs and walls transparent to hi favorites, but r.!eo to lift
tho veil of dissimulation, fraud, hypocrisy, pretense, falsehood and deception,
which is sp ead over all tbligf. to si. »w
how little true honesty there u in the

world a.id h->w often, even wh -re It is
! the exleast to be e:.t»ected, behind
terior outwork of vlrtU'j, secretly und
In tho Innermost recesses, unrighteousness sits at the helm! It Is Just 011 this
account that so inuny men of the bettor kind have fo:;r f » »ted friends, for,
to be euro, how Is a man to get r >liof
from tho endless dissimulation, falsity
and malice of mankind If there were
no dogo into whose hoqest faevs he can
look without distrust?
It Blew.
When a British battleship was lying
in New York harbor a lieutenant of
tfee visiting vessel was discussing
rough weather with α group of American «aval oflieerts, one of whom repeated the tale of the day that was so
windy that the crows had to walk
home.
"Still, that wind

was nothing to one
encountered lu the bay of Biscay," laughed the lieutenant. "Why,

w·

It blew so hard that it took four men
to bold Frlnco Louis' hat on. ηί<1 even
then It blew the am hois oiT the buttons 011 Ills coat."—Woman's Home

Companion.

Wanted Help to Be Thankful.
The minister's children were out In
the field one day, while visiting ou a
farm, when suddenly a ram came toward them ull ready to "butt In." Littlo Arthur, aged live, snld to Dorothy,

aged three,

prayers!"

"Oh, Dorothy, say your

She said, "I can't think of any," so
her bi other told her to say any one
that she heard their father say. The
ram was getting closer, and In her
fright she snld the only one she could

think of:
"0 Lord, help us to lie thankful for
what we are about to receive."
Trie Way It Aoted.
Mrs. Λ.—You say brandy le a good
remedy for colic, but I don't agree with
.Mrs. B.—Whut do you know
you.
uIkhU It? .Mrs. Α.—A great deal. Before I had brandy In the house my
husband never had colic more than
as
once or twice u your, but us soon
a supply he had colic alinoet evI

kept

ery day.

Alike.

"Yes, indeed," said Mies Upplsch,
"my great-grandmother on my mother's side was noted for her proud and
imperious bearing." "How strange!"
exclaimed Miss Knox. "Our servant
girl'R the same way."— Philadelphia
Press.

The Alternative.

Suburban II< se (to unexpected supMiss Hobson,
per guest»—Now, then.
will you have a little of this rabbit pie
or—or—or (looking around and discovering there Is no other dish)—or not?—
London Ta tier.

Got Mixed.

Kate
Why 7
Alice She's angry.
Alice—lie asked her for a lock of her
Kate—Well?
Alice—Then, afthair.
erward, she asked him to send it back
—

—

Alice—And he
Kate-Well?
to her.
eent her a lock that wasn't the right
color.—Somer vil le Journal.
Be Prepared.
In every avenue of life great op(>ortu·

hKies are couatuntly confronting us.
Carrying 8eor«i Dispatch··.
Who are ready for them? Who will till
carried
Apropos of secret dispatches
the positions? It Is the prepared men,
then
through the linos. John II. Surratt,
those who are equal to the places, who
about twenty years old, acted as a
get them.—Succeee.
Confederate spy, traveling between generally
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tag next Saturday.
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Krskine of ttjston was tbi
guest of friends here over Sunday.

orric*.
south paris post

: 7 30 A. M. to 7 30 p. M.
Oflce Hour·

Mrs. Potter of Gorham, Ν. H., was tbt
guest of Mrs. Ella Burbank Saturday.

OKA.ND TRUNK RAILWAY.
Commencing June IB. ly«7,
t-KAVK SOUTH PARU

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Small of Dixfielc
visited at Charlea R. Dunham's Sunday,

TRAD»
eaet)-4:51 A. M., daily; 934 A.M.
4:04 P. M., dally ; β .1* ρ m.
eicept Sunday ;
Sun'lav uni*·
A. M.. dally; S.-Κ p.m.,
.,,,ΐη» up vweet)—9:57
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UlKeviftonly.
Sunday
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Church. Rev Α. Κ. Bald
First Congregational
service. 10:45 a. m.;
("reaching
r.
-fn Pi
1-*·: Vesper· 4 30 p. M. ; Y. P.
Sunday .»i p. m.;
Church prayer meeting Wed
i
All, not other
i »v evening at 7 o'clock. lnvltel.
!L" wnntfU-l. are eordlallv
Rev T. N. Kewley. PastorCtiurch,
\Mbi-ll-t
nvrnlng prayer meeting 10:00 A. M.;
)n suu iav.
service 10:49 a. m.; SatiWth School
League Meeting 6 00 p.
fîjT· EpworthWednesday
evening 7:30; claae
«rayer meeting
venlng 7 30.
meeting Friday
Rev. J. Wallace Cheebro,
Church,
Ba-'tl-t
service 10:45 a,
on .-umlay,preaching
putur
m.; Y. P.3.C. Κ.,β:15 p.
ί V,i.· ,ih hoollS
evenM.
P.
;
7
Wednesday
waver mating
*
All are
Scats free.
-ervlce 7 30.
lu* prayer
Rev. J. 11. Little, Pastor.
"ruU^r-.ill'rtChurch,
at 10:45λ. m
.!-ervlce every Sunday
Ajln* .town
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy H. Curtis of A aguets
vieiting relatives here and at Norway.

are

Miss Iva L. McArdle has gone to
Jefferson to spend a week with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bonney of Sumnei
guests at J. I). Haynes' over Sun-

were

day.

Mr. F. W. Saw tel le of Hyde Park,
Mass., visited recently at Mr. John

Bennett's.

SmMb/

Members of the Euterpean Club can
have their programs by calling at Grace

Thayer's

store.

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Chute, wlio bave
been in Bridgton' and other places for a
few weeks, have returned borne.

NORWAY:

Old Orchard's
To the CltlMii· of South Pvb.
Big Conflagration.
In» short time Thunday night that
The question of sufficient supply ol
CHUSCHn.
good water for domestic purposes and famous resort, Old Orchard, pad ><*
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8
for fighting fire is so important at the raine reduced by about a million and
Pastor.
Preaching service Sunday,
present time that it is the duty of ail to a half by a fire which rapidly at*ι the Hideout,
A.
Sabbath School, 12.Ό0 M.; T. P. 8-

look iulo the matter very carefully, and
when the proper time comee, to take
some action.
I have lately come into poesession of
facts of so unsatisfactory and startling a
nature that I cannot be contented to
keep still and allow the present conditions of things to exist without doing
what I can to remedy the condition that
the village of South Paris is in, as far as
water is concerned.
It has been known for years that we
have a very inadequate water pressure
on our hydrants, which has been talked
about and regretted, every time we bave
had a fire and then allowed to subside
with no action being taken.
The contract with the Norway Water
Co. has expired and no new contract
been made, and the time to take any decisive action is now. Twenty-one years
ago when the village agreed to take
water from the Norway Co. it was probably thought to be the best thing to be
done at that time, but as we look back
over the past twenty-one years it seems
now, as if it would have been a great
deal wiser to have owned and controlled
our own water works then, which if we
had done, they would have been paid for
long before this. But what has been
done cannot be helped, and all we can
do now is to take wisdom from past experience. Now the question is, what are
we going to do about water?
We want water that is good to drink,
and want enough of it to tight fire with,
both of which we are lacking now. At
a recent test at the largest and most
dangerous place for a fire, the following
pressure was found :

1030
M.;
C. E., Sunday Evening, β30 P.
Ing, 7 00 P. M.; regular weekly

heart out of the place. Before it had
M.; Social Meet.
run its course it had destroyed seventeen
Praj er Meeting,
hotels of various sites, including some Tuesday evening.
Unlveraallet Church, Rev. S. β. Pavls,
of the largest in the place, a number ot Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 30
stores and other business places, an
A. M. Sabbath School, It.-00; T. P.C. U. meeting, 7 Λ0 P.M.
sixty or more cottages.
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooks. Pastor.
The fire started from an overturned Preaching service. 10 30 A, M.; Sabbath School,
fanned
in
the
12KM
and,
M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7KM P.M.,
lamp
Olympia Hotel,
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
by a high wind, spread with tremendous prayer
League, Sanday
and it was not until some build- Friday evening. Epworth

rapidity,

[evening,6.·OOP. M.
ings had been blown up with dynamite I Baptist Church, Rev.A.K. S.
M.;
Preaching service. 1030
that the blaze was checked.
All the burned

hotels

were

full of

Cotton, Pastor.
Sabbith School,
12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7 .*80.

guests, it being the height of the season,
STATED MEETINGS.
and many hundred guests, as well as
F. & A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
cottagers, were turned out into he No.
In
Masonic
Ilall, Friday Evening on or
18,
night, some of them without
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch chapter

having
had
they

time to save more than what
Fortunately the Are was early in
the evening, before any had retired.
At least three lives were lost as a consequence of the fire. Philip Partri ge
of Pittsburg, Pa., while driving from
Kenoebunk to the fire, was
locomotive and so injured that he died
on.

CLEARANCE SALE

That Old Home Week poet who tell·
about the daisies and lilacs nodding a
welcome in tbe dooryard aa the wandering eon 'xmer back to tbe old homestead
late in tbe summer, should take a short

course

in

botany.

In about every department you will now find
many necessities that are still in their season. To
clean up these goods we have Marked Them at a
Great Sacrifice. A visit to this store will undoubtedly be a great help to you.

Her· la Belief for Women.

If 70a have pain* In the back, Urinary, Bladder or Kidney trouble, and want a certain,plea·,
ant herb cure for woman's Ilia, try Mother
Gray's AuitralUn-Leaf. It la a safe ami
never-falling monthly regulator. At Druggists
or bv mall 50 cent*.
Sample package FREE.
Address, The Mother Uray Co., Le Hoy· Ν. Y.
Aching Feet.
cures Tired,
lent
Aching: Sweating, Swollen feet. Sample
FKEE, also Sample of Foot-Eask Sanitary
8.
Allen
a
Invention.
new
Address,
Cork-pad,
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. T.
A Certain Care for

Allen's

Foot-Ease,

a

powder;

Shirt

Who Like· Lemon Pie 1

You should try at once "OUB-P1B" Preparation for delicious Lemon Pies. A lady lays : "I
In the old
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on oj will never again try to make lemon pie
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. A 8. M., way while I can get ΌϋΒ-ΡΙΕ' Preparation."
At grocers,
It and you will say the same.
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, Try
No. Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after 10 cents.

White, Black,

and Blue Lawn with

White Dresses of good cotton, yoke of pique, trimmed with bamburg rutHe and braid, lace around neck and
29c.
....
sleeves, was 39c., now
White Muslin Dresses, French style, embroidery and
clusters of pin tucks duwn front, two box plaits in back,
69c.
hamburg around neck and sleeves, was 98c., now
Colored Dresses in red and blue gingbam, yoke of
pique, trimmed with hamburg insertion, was 98c., now »59o.

polka dota, lace

and hamburg inaertion, tucks and embroidery, long or
08c.
ehort aleevee, lace trimmed collar and cuffa, now
Black and White Lawn, yoke of val. and Venice lace
11.49
inaertion, short aleevea, waa 11.98, now

1,
full moon.

Dresses.

Children's

Waists.

I. O. O. P.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
Born.
In Odd Follows* Half, every Tuesday Evening.
No. 21. meets in Odd
Wlldey Encampment,and
fourth Friday Even.
Fellows' Hail, second
and White Silk with rows of emWhite Lawn,
In South Pari*, Aug. 13, to the wife of Carl H,
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Rebckah ofLodge,
each
No. 58, meets on flrst und third Friday
tucka and lace inaertion, button either front or
Colored dresses of black and white checked
Stevens, a daughter.
afterward.
month.
In Pail», Aug. 18, to the wife of Leon A.
with red, front handsomely
trimmed with straps
92.25
of a soda tank in a
aeveral styles, waa 12.08, now
'K. of P.—Begular meeting In Hathaway Block Brook», a son.
By the
O.
U.
A.
was $1.50, now
#1.19
R.,
Noyes
trimmed, French
In West Paris, Aug. 16, to the wife of Frank
store during the fire, one man had every Thursday Evening.
and
Silk Waista, trimmed with
meets third Friday of each D. Small, a son.
Taffeta
Colored
No.
12,
Division,
his head blown offend several others were month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
Otis
of
In West Lovell, Aug. 13, to the wife
waa $5.98 and 94 1)8,
button in front or
small
injured. The man who was killed out- and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
A Hard, a daughter.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
12.98 and 91.98
In Bryant's Pond, Aug. 10, to the wife of Jer- now
.....
right, and the one who was most serious- fourth
Hall.
and
at
with black
month
Suits of Laws, white
Orange
Saturdays of each
ry B. Farrar, a daughter.
could not at first be
H. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
09c.
In Lovf-U, Aug. 1, to the wife of Ilerbcrt Mc....
stripes, was $1.5C·, now
was New O. A. R. Ilall on the llrst Tuesday Evening
fied. One of the seriously
Keen, a daughter.
09c. and 98c.
Lawn Wrappers in
colors, for
In West Stoneham, Aug. 12, to the wife of H.
the Rev. Rufus Horton Jones of Saco, of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New Q. Λ.Β. Hall, Mon- Β. M Κ ecu, a daughter.
at each seam
of lace and
aide
of
Lawn
Indian
Suits
of
rector of the
Skirt
White
In Greenwood, August 11, to the wife of
day evening.
91.19
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finished with
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tucks, skirt trimat Rumford Falls. He was struck in the
finished with
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was
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a
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his skull
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O. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
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folds and
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box
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ίΓ
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No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday Scribner, a son.
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12.98, now
skirt with three rows laco insertion, was *4.98, now £3.98
In Bethel, Aug. 11, to the wife of Harold
evening.
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O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets 3tanley, a son.
U.
of
and dark blue,
cluatera
with
Two-Piece Suits in
Florida House,
White Skirt of Pure Linen
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
down with small tucks
green and grey, waist has box
and small folds, some with four and five folds, extra full,
House, Hotel Emerson, Hotel Emerson month.
now
94.50 now 93.50
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
on each
now 92.75;
sleeves, button in front, was $2.50,
was
Annex, Cleaves House, Hotel Alberta
Married.
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*1.75
Hotel Fiske
now
Hotel
and grey, with
eaeh month
in
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One
Wash
Two-Piece Suits in many colore, waist has
House, Hotel
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98c.
Methodist
now
at
the
was
17,
parIn
South
Parle,
Aug.
and pin tucks, short sleeves turned
Lawrence House, Lewiston Ηοιιηθ Βο>- son hall, every Thursday evening, September to
by the Rev. τ. Ν. Kewley, Mr. John C.
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hemstitched cuffs, full skirt witli two folds at bottom, was
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....
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by the ex- Young at the farm.
The man killed
rlorence Nadeau, both of Rumford Fall·.
and
Mixtures trimmed with
now one-half
in Black Panama and
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plosion was later Identified as DomiIn Mexico, Aug. 11, by Rev. M. S. Howes, Mr.
32 year» of visit with his niece at Bath. He was -olllc aud Miss Ida Record, both of Mechanic
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4U there
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the celebration.
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Paris Schools?
body during this decade cannot
W. Xj. MERRILL, Norway, Mo.
eaoh, so that the great sum of $4,420,000
home about as soon as the table wa
Telephone 118*8·
then
being
Your Wife, Mother or Sitter
carelessness
Mon
on
will begin
for freight cars alone.
strongly
urged;
is
schools
Paris
r«
The
spent
to
being
,
were
cleared, but they
and Custard Pta
persuaded
wher
fatal to longevity. Nature's best helpei Can make I.emon, Chocolate
tbe daily delivery of miny of thrse
sist their slumbrous tendencies until a: » day, Sept. 2, except in a few case·
I better than the expert cook by using "OU R-PIK J With
after 50 is Electric Bitters, the soientifii as
mm «Mum
j/rit
all the Ingredients are In the package read] ..the G. T. R. people are hoping to gut
r
hour later than that of the one-tim » teacher· have not yet been secured
thes tonio medicine that revitalizes ever; (or Immediate use. Each package, enough foi ! well on the way to lift the present concurfew. All but one of the origin! 1 Further information concerning
A
F.
from
you:
two large plea, 10 cents. Order to-day
announ< organ of the body. Guaranteed by
gestion.—Toronto News, July 24, 1907.
member· of the club were prêtent, an i. and the list of teachers will be
grooer.
Shurtleff A Co. 50 oeoti.
ed later.
all voted It a flrst-claae time.
,,
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For Rent.

Smiley,
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pieces
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acceptable
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F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
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[ lesirable Residence for
Capt.
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RICHARDS,

Sale,

liujj u.

Apply

entrally
JAMES

SHAW, President.

P.

j

Ready for School.

Haying Tools
Dayton Bolster

& Co.'s.

Scythes, Rakes, Snaths, Drag

CHILDREN'S

SUITS !

Rakes and Forks at lowest

prices.

corrugated solid steel
scythe, fully warranted, $1.00.
The

e\eojog,

Look

[

the

The celebrated India steel
scythe, 75c., are our leaders.

prices

$3.88

$5.50

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,

1.87

J.

\

SQUARE,

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags.

F. PLUMMER,

please

wa-'

I AM ES Ν. FAVOR, &°sF»CKEB

vil-1

SOROSIS

Boots, Pumps and Oxfords.

Strongest Faculty, Largest Attendance,

REMOVAL

9,

Equipment.

NOTICE.

NEW STUDIO ON DEERÏNG STREET

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

j

House

CASTOR IA

■

I

Block, Norway, Maine.
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J·™®· yV
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CASTORIA
Iki Kill Yn Bin Ajvip BoujM
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CAUSE AND CURE
OF APPENDICITIS

Let Our Team
CALL FOR YOUR

LAUNDRY

THE SIMPLE REMEDY
Family Washing TWT EFFECTS THE CUK
OR

Wet washing 50c. return-

Professor Blanchard of the French Academy
of Medicine has spent a great amount of time
studying that dread disease—App«ndlcltia. la
company with Professor Metchnikoff, he has
carefully examined numerous cases, and both
have reached the conclusion that the cere Is not
the knife. Ia more than forty cases the symptoms of Appendicitis disappeared after the
patients had been treated for worms.
There are, no doubt, many persons suffering
from worms who are erroneously attributing
their trouble to some other cause. A few doses
of Dr. True's Elixir tre sufficient ia most cases
for the complete expulsion of the worms.
The presence of these parasite· is easily recognised by the following symptoms Indigestion;
foul tongue: offensive breath-.variable appetite;
hard and full belly widi occasional griping* and
pains about the navel; heavy, dull eyes; itching
of the nose; abort dry cough; grinding of the
teeth; starting during sleep; slow and frequent
fever ; in children—convulsions and bed wetting
Dr. True's Elixir will not only expel the
worms, but will build up the whole system as
»
well.

ed in 24 hours.

Ideal Laundry,
H. W.

Tapley, Prop

301f

•

Hebron Academy
1804-1907.

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

Thorough preparation for college and
Courses for those
scientific schools.
Modern
who cannot attend college.
buildings, steam heat, electric light, telephone. «te. Efficient corps of teachers.
Physical instructor all the year. No better school anywhere for young men and
women to get training in mind and body.
Kail term begins Tuesday, September
For catalog and further infor10, 1907.
mation address. Principal W. E. Sar30-37
gent, Hebron, Me.

DR. TRUE S ELIXIR
THE OLD FAMILY REMEDY
has been in constant use for more than half a
century. Even though no worms may be present,
L>r. True's Klixir prevents theii growth and is
an invaluable remedy for the relief of stomach
ills. Its marvelous tonic qualities brings back
a feeble and impaired digestion; purifies and
enriches the blood ; quickly regulates a disordered liver.
Dr. Truets Klixir is used and endorsed by
physicians and hospitals all over the country.
Read what Mrs. Jcy says of Dr. True's Elixir:—

TOWS NOTICE.
It you have a bill against the town, either highway or poor account, the Selectmen ask you to
at once to the Selectman
present your account
fn your section of the town.
SELECTMEN Of PARIS.
South farla, July 1,1907'

FOR SALE.

without it now."

Sincerely

WILEY,

)

Jin Bankruptcy.

F. WILEY of Stow. In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
said
in
District, respectfully represents. thai
of June. fa-*t past, be was
on the 2Sd day
of
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts
be ha.*
Congress relating to Bankruptcy ; that
of
duly surrendered all his property and rightsthe
property, and has fully compiled with all of
requirements of said Acta and of the orders
Court touching hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed by the Court to nave a full discharge from
all debta provable against bis estate under said
are ex
bankruptcy Acta, except such debta as
law from such discharge.
cepted
Dated this 1st day of August, A. D. 1*»7.
AUGUSTUS Γ. WILEY, Bankrupt.

AUGUSTUS

by"

THEREON.

District or Mai.sk, sa.
On this l»th day of Aug.. A. D. lSff?. on reading the foregoing petlUon, It Is—
Ordered by the Court. That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the Wth day of August.
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said Disthat
and
trict, at 10 o'clock tn the forenoon,
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Dem
and
In
said
District,
ocrât, a newspaper printed
that all known creditors, and other persons In
time
and
said
the
at
place,
Interest, may appear
and show cause, If any they have, why the prayer of «aid petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at uielr places of resldeuce as
iHlint
Witness the Hon. Clarkm κ Halk, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
land. In said District, on the luth day of Aug.,
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk,
ÎL. S.J
λ true copy of petition and order thereon.
AUeet -JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
_

MEISHONETHCAR
f*r ehUdnmj amfe,

emrm.

#·

AS

Mrs.

THE CARE OF

For Service
right good
right size.

the

Berkshire Boar, just
Service fee $1.00.

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

opiate*

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

brings

AS
A

DAILY

Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New York City, will

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildIt is located iu the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
heart of the citv and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It
uses
etc.
Paroid because it
warehouses,
for
Paroid
barracks,
uses
stables,
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is rood for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

ing.

6«d a i MBI tump tor book of βρ-wdat· poultry sad Una building plan·.

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

PIANOS.
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
are all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for
just as low
Also I have
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
Prices

low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and
the best piano· that are on the market.

W.J.
Util ]

we

will try and interest you in

w neeler

the

No. 206.—Riddle·.

The ancients knew me, to their Joy.
I made sweet sounds for many a boy.
Into disuse long since I fell;
Some nr derr. men know me quite well.
They make m« work Instead of play,
I carry water night and day.
Throughout the house and grounds I go
Hut mostly out of sight, you know.

Nc. 207.—What Country?

LIVESTOCK.

Esich inquirer is fully answered, but
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; he believes that any information which one
intelligent farmer ueeds is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
ami he often so broadens his Answer as
to make it a complete essay on the subject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
said in a meeting of farmers that a valuable horse had been attacked with a disease of which he bad known nothing
until he had recently read of it in The
New-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr
Smead had taught hiiu enabled him to
Another farmer arose
save his horse.
aud said he had bad a similar experience.
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
C. C.
; town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writes
to Dr. Smead, under date of April 23:
"I desire to express my gratitude to you
through The New-York Tribune Farmer,
and to say that I regard you as the most
able, practical and thoroughly safe
writer of the present ago, and to express
my hope that you may live to serve the
farmer and our dumb friends for many
yMrs to come."
The regular price of the New-York
Tribune Farmer is One Dollar a year,
but we will send it with The Oxford
Democrat, both papers one year for
fci.OO.

A

spell

No. 205.—Enigma.
With letters nine I take mjv way,
fiut seldom found am I by day.
No welcome e'er my presence greets.
And none with gladness e'er me meets
In my 12 3 4 5 you see
Some hours of dark uncertainty;
In ti 7 8 9 man's helpful friend.

Henry C. Joy.

newspaper for busy people, almost as
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
it to your door three times every week.
It 'β published on Mondays, Wednesdays ami Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

GOOD

In a coluuiu, the Initials will
name of the god of war.

Dr. True's Elixir is Mid by druggists everywhere at 33c, 50c, and $1.00 a bottle. An interestingand inst ruct ive booklet en titled "Children
anJThrir Dis fasti" will be sent free to all who
apply for it, by simply addressing Dr. J. F.
Tre· 4k Co., iabsra, It. We have a special
treatment for tape-worm. Send for free book.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

tbe hind legs. 4. Transpose
rules as a king and make to give up,
one who ratifies, and one who utters
musical sounds.
When tbe final word of each set of
anagrams has been correctly guessed
and all four words have been written
on

rose

db Co,

I

AND

ONIONS.

little

larger

POTATOES

marbles, and the

No. 208.—Hour Glass.
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Centrals give the name or an American

POTATOES

i>oet.

A LA

number of small

the general principle that whatdog
ever can not defend itself is fair gamewherein he assumes exactly the attitude
of sportsmen who use guns instead of
bricks—and although certain fashionable
follies, like the docking of horses' tails
and cropping of dogs1 ears occasion suffering, there is a tendency among thinking people the world over to use their
four-footed and winged brothers with
on

DUCHE8SE.

Peel îfbd boil enough potatoes to make
pint when mashed, mix with tbera the

of an egg, 2 tablespoonfule of meltbutter and the same quantity of
cream; turn this mixture on a pastry
board, and press it flat and smooth; with
a sharp knife cat the paste in squares,
slip a cake turner under each square
and transfer it carefully to a greased baking dish; set in a cool place to stiffen,
then sprinkle with grated Parmesan
cheese and bake in a quick oven until

yolk
ed

No. 209.—Additions.

diately.

j

j
pep-1

j

j

Eoonful

j

By LOUISE J. STRONG.
Copyright, 1907, by P. C. Ewrtment.
Ellison bad sometimes Imagined what
-might have been" had MllllcentWer
tag been other than the only child of a
What would have
multimillionaire.

employer
poultryman who al-

up for m# yonr lux-

give

urious position, to-brft I can provide
home, and my
you with a comfortable
whole life ehnll be devoted to"—
His stain mering speech was Interrupted by the laughing, bubbling
crowd of conspirators, eager to witness
his discomfiture.
the
"Ha, ha! Look at him!" "Oh,
his
offered
he
you
"Has
mark!"
easy
ha! The idea
purse, Mllllcent?" "Ha,
of Mr. Waring"— "Failed!" "As lf'-

"Ha, Ha!"
Unheeding the swirl, Misa Waring
calmly began counting money from
the drawers and piling It In heaps
said at
upon the counter. "There," she
last, "$427.10. That means *854.20
the
for
hospital from you fellows. You folks who dared me to do

Stopped his
Dizziness
Steep Falls, Me., July

31,

en-

A LOW PRICE

occurr®^·

probability

of such an
Instead, he had arrived at a condition
where the wings were a necessity to
himself if he would retain a rag of
eelf respect. This cherished self re-

est

suffering considerably now
In the yielding that bad brought him
back and he had sternly limited himto a week, ere,, while e.lc«l»tln«
how Often he mlg'it contrive to see her
In the time without too greatly trans•rressluc convention.
He was hurrying to his hotel to ma
spect

was

!»1(

himself presentable for an Immediate
call when, as he whipped Into the
avenue, a sight presented
Itself at which he reeled as from a

in.oad.nmln
blow

the

In

Leaning limply

face.

against a doorway he stared,
hut. "Impossible, "impossible!

mutter-

His wildest Imaginings had materla1'
lzed before his eyes, but he scornfu y
rejected the suggested explanations of
his reason, repeating again and again,

"Impossible!"

He was uuconsclous of the

passing

throng and too deeply shocked and absorbed to feel surprise when a hand
and a
clapped him upon the
hearty volcc cried: "Hello, old man.

shoulder^

When did you blow In?"
Ellison seized the speaker and drew
him around the corner.
"
he demanded, Is that Miss
"Fred

MUllcent Waring? My eyes tell me
bo, but 1 cannot believe, them.
"Sure, that's Miss Warlug.
* hat's
"But—but—good heavens!
she doing in the confectionery shop?
^
"Selling, same as other shopkeepers.

Of course I see she Is
eelllng, but why?" He shook the other

why?

"But

vehemently.
"Necessity, I suppose, same as the
other shopkeepers again," he grinn
winking at a newcomer over Ellisons
shoulder.

8U"OfCl(course,

boys"-Ellison's

voice
1 know you
can't mean that she is obliged to do It.
"Why not? Couldn't old man W ar-

was a

murmur—"of

course

suld, with a laugh.
"That's so," affirmed another. "But
In the meantime there must be bread
aud butter."
"But wasn't there somebody-or
Boinethlng else for Miss Millicent
Fred Wilson Interrupted Ellison's lnone

dlguaut outburst:
"Nothing by which she could so
quickly aud easily rake In the shek-

C'"She's pulling

by the hand"She seems a
has the gift for

them in

ful, too," said Hughes.

saleslady

natural
trade."

—

Hut it
Queued resentfully.
l)e pleasant"—
"Oh, her position has Its unpleasant
features, of course," Strean Interrupted lightly.
"Some of the 'climbers'
snub her, and disapproval riots on all
but Miss Mllllcent carries it off
Kllisuu

cannot

sld^,
well.

She

might

have married—that

is, I suppose so," he insinuated, with

wicked eyes.
"Yes, she might have married while
the old man's pile was Intact," Forrest
ussented.
"But she didn't. And a wife with
prospective millions and one with nothing but expensive habits and passable
beauty are two very different things,"
Strean asserted.
Ellison turned a furious face upon
him and half raised a clinched (1st,
then, mastering himself, he remarked.
"I suppose that's the way the world
frees It," and strode away.
The four rascals burst Into exuberant dell,'lit, digging each other in the
ribs and chuckling hilariously as he
disappeared down a side street.
Ellison had no coherent thought at

first as he tore along. The knowledge
that the barrier between them was removed da?ed him. But soon he began
tw turn things over in his mind, to oven
consider the possibility of his own
thousand^ which had eeemed puerile
before, now serving as a foundation
for a new Itexluuing on which Mr.
Warincr mh'ht build. The other, the
Infinitely greater possibility of wlnulng
Mllllcent. he tried to keep in the background until a proper hour for its consideration.
Having at last adjusted himself
somewhat to the new conditions, ho
felt that he could trust himself to see
her. They shook hands quietly. There
was little opportunity just then for
words, but there was a humorous yet
tender glint in lier eyes as she occasionally glanced at his earnest, preoceupled face while she served a bunch
of school children.
The four conspirators let her into
the Sfecret and departed to spread
broadcast the Jest, the prank upon Ellison, whose sentiment toward Miss
Waring was an open secret. And presently, by twos and threes and in
squads, her ol<f friends and former" asSome
sociates began to saunter by.
purchased of her with simpering patronage, some with a cold nod of recognition, whllo others passed with
haughty, sneering oblivion of her.
Some of the smart youths inclined to
a familiarity that almost amounted to

rudouess.
Ellison noted it all, his heart growing hotter nntll It burst all restraint.
he
MlMcent!"
"Miss
Waring
breathed with low intensity as they
"I cannot
were alone for a moment.
—

It may be presumption—
for me to opeak here—
I cannot help it! I am sure you have
long l.r.own of my deep love for you,
though you cannot realize bow it is my
very life and soul—I have had so little
bear this!

!niproi»er

even,

to. offβ & ι (ait ι

art nnunt

to it? It
in α lifetime! Ob, my! Oh, my!"
turned a
Ellison perceived, and
blank, mortified face to apologize to
Miss Waring, but she laid a gentle,
restraining hand upon his arm and

ON

—

once

again addressed the gurgling, crowing
crowd very sweetly, but distinctly, "I
claim your
success

as

congratulations
saleslady,

α

adorably)—"and also
engagement to Mr. Ellison."
blushed

upon my

and"—(she
upon my

Subjective Cigar·.

When η man smokes a cheap cigar
instead of an expensive or moderate
priced one it Is not always because he
may have his pockethoofe to consider,"
eald a New York physician as be re-

cited the following Instance In proof:

"An old friend of mine, a former «·ο1lege professor, who resides In the city,
smokes the vilest cigars made. He Is
the best tempered old fellow you ever
saw, and splendid company—if it
weren't for hi.) cigars. He swears the
brand he smokes are as good us lia·

Once he said to me, 'My friend,
believe me, the cigar Is what we call
subjective, and not objective. That is
to say, it Is what we think it is, and
not what It seems to other people to
l»e. So, you see, my cigars, that cost
me only $1 a hundred, are as good as
you would call the best and pay maybe
vanas.

up stock.

"He Loved the Children."
Thackeray's words were satirical,and
he himself was called a cynic, but the

TEX DOLLARS REWARD.

num. All persons are hereby warned accordingly. I have no objection to the use of the school
grounds as play ground* but any one doing ac
clden:al damage should report to mc at once

that no harm may come to them.
Dated at South l'arls this fifteenth

"

that court over there, that he might
have the pleasure of seeing their enjoyment. Ile didn't know I kuew him,
but I did.
People used to call film a
cynic, sir, but it wasn't true. lie loved
the children, sir. and no man is a cynic
who does that.*

"

Explosion of Qaeoiine.
A gasoline tauk rarely explodes. It
cannot unless it contains gasoline vapor and air iu explosive proportions,
which latter condition is almost never

Don't Push
The horse

Cut Rate Contributor·.
In a certain palish of Greater New
York the rector, while admonishing his
flock on Sunday last that the collection
basket receipts were steadily growing
less; took occasion to declare that "oertain parishioners contribute according
to their means, but others give in keeping with their meanness." He added
that in measure such exhibitions of
false pretense reminded him of the
story toi,I of the pilgrim fathers upon
their arrival at riymouth Itock, "First
they fell upon their knees; then they
fell upon the aborigines."
The Folly of Delay.
It Is one of the straugest things In
life how few i>eopIe have settled in
tlialr own minds what· It Is they really
want or who will take the trouble to
bo hnppy. "I have often thought how
much I κ hoi: 1.1 Ilko to do so and so."
we hear people say, and nine times
out of ten it Is something they could
very orally have done, only they always put It off.-London Spectator.
/

Quick Finger·.
The dexterity of a modern virtuoso's
lingers made a deep Impression on an
old farmer who was umong the audience ut a piano recital. Clapping both
hands suddenly down upon his knee*,
he was heard to exclaim, "I'd give
$100 to have that mnn pick peas for
me!"

Mlsghlef

goes away
Proverb.

comes

by

by the pound

the

and
ounce.—French

Cottoa cloth made In India 1· men·
tiooed by Herodotus, B. C. 400.

draw the

help,

if you

reduce friction to almost
1

nothing by applying

to the

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

LowestPrices m Oxford County.

and

saves so

CUREthe lungs

AND

Dr. King s
New Discovery
Wl™

/Consumption

FOR I

%^OLl)S

Price
50c 4 $1.00
Free Trill.

Surest and (iuicke»t Cu.n for all
THROAT end LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

For Sale in South Paris.
The house and laud belnntjint; to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah \V. Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, has
two apartments of seven and ei^ht rooms
with sheds, large attic, A>and is in
excellent condition. The ^nundi are
extensive, containing additional hmue
lota.
W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. l'arii.

Engine and Boiler

Second hand, six hor>e power
and eight horse power hoiler.
Call and see tliem at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

long

Patents

much

horsepower. Next time
try Mica Axle Grease.
Standard Oil Co.
litwpwtU*

Oxfords

Men's

OUGHS and

engine

wheels.

so

Optician.

For Sale Clionp.

No other lubricant ever made
wears

SON,

SOUTH PARIS.

Steam

MiCaAxh

IN

TRADE MARKS

Designs
Copyrights éc.

....

π
Anyone sending a sketch a>i<l deirru
our opinion fn· wf ·Ijer ta
^mutile»·
Invention ι» probably patentai '·*·
tlon· strictly confidential. HANDBOOK " P*t«iU
,·,menu.
lent free, oldest aunncy for»> ··»j
>. rcc»!t«
I'atents taken through Mutin Λ
tpteial not tee, without charge, Intb.i

quickly ascertain

■

>

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Scfcntific American
Journal,
Gun Metal, Valour and
fourmonths,fL
Russet Calf, $4.00,3.50, MUNN & Co.3e,e"'"d"' New York
A handsomely Illustrated weokly.
dilation of any scientiac
rear:
i-oldbyull

r

irent dr'lVni.·.Hi
••«•ideelMl

Branch Office. 835 Κ ft.. Washington.. L>. C.

3.00,2.50,2.25,2.00.
Also

Full Line of Bare Foot

Sandals for Children.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

South Paris.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

Clean*·· ând brtniilfie· Iht h»If.
l'ruin.iit» * Ituunnnt growth.
Hover Fails to Ueitore Or·;
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Curt· «ca'.p iliHurl k hair lallihg.
<Oc.aadtli)Uat DrugliU

It does not explode because It contains too little air or too uiuch gasolkie. Even if u tank of gasoline were
to burst from heat applied to Its exterior the coniined heavy gus would
not explode If in contact with flame or
fire, but would burn instead.
True, a tauk of gasoline with no vent
could do considerable damage were it
to burst and throw burning oil and
flaming gas about, but 1,000 gallons of
gasoline In α vessel's bli;;es would uot
be so dangerous from explosion as a
hundredth of that amount. The larger
quantity would burn rapidly, whllo the
■mailer would be sufficient, if mixed
with the proper amount of air, to utterly demofh'h almost any boat.—Scientific Aiuericuu.

Sea," while his famous "Story of a
Bad Boy" is a very true account of
Ills boyhood iu the New Hampshire
»eai>ort.—J. L. riarltour in St. Nicholas.

can

load without

present.

Aidrioh'a Birthplace.
Tho quaint old town by the sea «ailed Portsmouth Is the only seacoast
town In New Hampshire and is one of
our very oldest settlements, for It whm
founded In the year 1023. and it has
It was an
α history worth knowing.
old town when Thomas Ha I ley Aidrlch
was boru in one of its quniut and
aucient houses on the 11th of November in the year 18.".d, and he has written α very delightful book about Portsmouth called "Au Old Town by the

day of July,

ALI1KKT I). PARK,
Superintendent of Schools.

working garb

said to me:
Ί knew that man, sir.'
"
'You knew Thackeray?' I usked.
"'Yes, sir. I keep that little baker'i,
shop yonder.' pointing to the oppoeitu
side of the street, 'and many's the timo
Thackeray would come and buy η
pound or two of cake of me. I cut it
Into slices for him. and then, distributing it among the crowd of hungry children. he would walk away and hide la
in

A. W. WALKER &

MAINE,

Any person furnishing mc with Information
that will lead to the conviction of anybody,
school-house or
young or old, of entering any
damaging any school property In the town of
above named
the
lie
will
paid
Part», unlawfully,

author of "Love Affairs of Some Famous Meu"' shows what sort of a heart
beat in the satirist's breast by quoting
from'the letter of one to whom the fol-

lowing hick'ont happened:
"In the week following his death
there appeared some genial memorial
lines in the pages of Punch. Walking
down the then unsavory thoroughfare
known a-s iiedfordbury, my eye caughl
the open p:'.g ■ of the popular periodical
and I stayed to read the graceful trib
Turnlnf
ute to the dead moralist.
away at length, a poorly dressed maf

Sulky Plows,

KILLthe couch

NORWAY,

a

would smoke u cigar that was more
objective. Hut he only smiled. The
old fellow Is so chock full of philosophy that he simply cannot see anything as other people see It."—New
York Times.

Disk Harrows,

NORWAY, MAINE.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

A.D. 1907.

Spreaders,

Manure

Chas. F. Ri

hundred for.'
29 8Λ
"It Is a great advantage, no doubt,·
all
on
he
looks
when
man
tblugs
a
to
like α philosopher. I told my professor
friend that his cigars mUbt \x: subjective. for all I knçw, but that they
were fearful, and I should like it if he

$20

odd patterns and clean

to close out

Cylinder Oil.

—

Carpets

Wool

Gasoline

1906.

"I have used the true 'L. P.' Bitters
for constipation and dizziness and received much benefit from them, being
almost entirely cured from dizziness,
with which I was greatly afflicted before I used the Bitters."
P. L. Strout

People who use "L. F." Atwood's
Bitters regularly, never suffer the sicknesses that come from a deranged syscompassed heaven and earth to acconv
he
had
tem.
heart
Stomach, liver and bowels and
Inmost
his
In
and
pllsb It,
of perfect
felt that the accomplishing would not this promised to double
amount I j blood are kept in a condition
tl^
this useful medicine.
have been difficult.
took In, you know." She beamed at healthfulness by
At times wild pictures had presented them sweetly.
They are the standard family remedy.
themselves of the possibility of the
"My hat! I never dreamed you'd At your dealers, 35c.
Stream. "Ifs
beastly money taking the proverbial pull In so much!" gasped
to us, boys! But, oh, Ellison,
wings, opening for him the gate, to sure up
Ellison—you—you—Γ He douparadise, but in his saner momenta he sonny!
bled with Joy. "Tour face pays for. it
WarMr.
with
for
such
fancies,
derided
all! See it now, don't you? Catch on
ing to the fore there was not the slightwas such a chance as comes
rather, for he would have

been

l„jr come a lluanclal cropper, same as
thousands of others Just as astute us
he?"
> ft
-The world could come to an eud,
se
bad
Ellison Jeered, but his heart
mercy.
One reason for the increase of toler- up a sudden pounding that dizzied
ance toward the humbler forms of life is him.
the discovery that we prosper through
-Comes to an end every da>, dear
it. We are more dependent on it than
boy, for those money kings when their
The fish purify our
we used to think.
little card houses tumble. It's a new
waters; the insects fertilize our plants world for them and their families, too,
and trees, and so increase our crops;
the birds and toads keep down the inbet!" exclaimed one of another
jurious insects; the weasels and other
had added themmischievous fellows destroy field mice. couple of youths who
And farmers are also discovering that selves to the group. "Miss Warlug Is
live stock thrives better under good finding it a new world, all right.
feeding and kind treatment than under
Sundry sly winks and nods were exneglect and severity, bo that considera- changed by the four young fellows, action for animale has a commercial value.
quaintances to whom Ellison had orThe plowman who bawls and swears
gotten to give a greeting.
at his horses, jerking the reins and whip"Where's Mr. Waring?" he asked.
and
makes
them
nervous
ping them,
"Oh, lie's around. He's plucky. He 11
lessens their value as associate laborers
in the field—a fact his
is com- pull It off again some time, I reckon,

ing to know. The
BREAKFAST PUFFS.
1. Add a texture of twine or thread
| lows his hen bouses to be overrun with
2 cups of sour milk, 1 teaspoon of I vermin and who
with large meshes and a feminine proprovides neither enough
soda, and a little salt, 1 egg, flour to food nor the right kind, falls to get as
nouu and get lower.
2. Add a masculine pronoun and one roll out like biscuit; cut in narrow stripe many eggs as hie neighbor who keeps hie
and fry in hot lard. Serve hot.
fowls clean and sheltered and fed.
who in the time of the Revolution supStill better than the money value of
and
the
get
TO CAN STRING BEANS.
government
English
ported
j
kindness, which would be -regarded as
a narrative of past events.
Take young string beans, remove the I
the basest of considerations in our treat3. Add a kind of pastry to unadorned strings from both sidee, as you do this I
ment of human beings, is the recognilet the beans fall into ice cold water; cut I
and get of various colors.
tion of an inherent right of the animal to
into
inch
into
still
have
and
lengths,
dropping
4. Add a letter to a conflict
and the pursuit of happiness,
water salted and peppered; boil until I life, liberty
a preposition.
For
save as it menaces or serves us.
then
cover!
transfer
to
heated
soft,
jars;
this recognition marks us better worthy
5. Add a kind of wine to earth and
with boiling salted water from the ketof life ourselves.
A civilization that
have a city In Oregon.
tle.
countences cruelty especially to the helpTO
CAN TOMATOES.
less, ia incomplete.
Pointed Paragraph·.
Select ripe smooth tomatoes, pourl
Doubtless the reason that silence Is
Loneliness of a Great City.
water over them to peel, cut in I
regarded as golden Is because there Is boiling
(Fremont (O.) Poet.
when ail are ready set over a
pieces;
so little of It.
If you live in a large city you are lost.
and slow boiling injures
tire;
quick
long
The youth who loiters by the way- color and
flavor; boil for one minute, lift You are swallowed up by tbe ocean of
side wait lug for somebody to come the kettle from the fire and rub the to- people around you. You go down into
along and give him a lift Is not likely matoes through a sterilized colander the deep and that's tbe last of you, exto get on very far in life.
into a scalded bowl; this done return to I cept perhaps an occasional bubble that
the kettle and cook fast ten minutes after I may come to the surface near where you
the boil begins again, put into scalding were last seen. There are so many peoKey to the Puzzler.
You
hot jars as rapidly as possible, and when ple you can't escape drowning.
No. 194.—Charade: Po, tent, ate, poperfectly cool wrap in paper and set in a can't make friendships as you do in a
tentate.
smaller place,
where the individual
cool place.
No. Ilk".-Hidden Wild Flowers: Manisn't entirely effaced by the mass. SoCATSUP.
is
not
what
it is in the smaller
drake. Golden Seal.
ciety
1 peck of ripe tomatoes, 9 large
No. llHJ.—Novel Word Square: Cenplace, where the human element enters
1. Major. 2. Elnmy. 3 pere, 0 onions, 1 cup sugar, 1-2 cup of 1 in altogether. In the larger place your
trals. John.
salt, 0 cups of vinegar; cook all together comings and goings are not noted by
Sahib. 4. Punic.
5 hours, strain through a sieve; let stand I your friends even, and never by the newsNo. 197.—Missing Hhvmes: Bee, me
until cold, then bottle.
papers unless you are one of the high
clover, over, through, you.
financiers or
bunch. Tbe
BROWNIES.
! births and packing-house
No. 198.—Riddle: Pall.
weddings in your family are
I cup sugar, 2 eggs, yolks and whites I no more interest outside
No. 199.—Subtracted Towns: 1. Denlyour own flat
2. Oneida beaten separately, 1-2 cup butter, 1 cup I than are the wreaths Of smoke curling
son less oue equals dins.
2
1-2
walnuts,
chocolate,
squares
cup
less
into
the
no
Easton
3.
less one equuls Ida.
up
empyrean;
merry crowd
bake in a sheet like cake, cool of interested
with their warm
4. Οtange less one flour;
neighbors
one equuls sat.
and cut in squares.
| congratulations. The deaths bring litequuls rag. 5. Punmore less one
tle sympathy from the rumbling, rattling
PORK CAKE.
equals drum. β. Olean less one equals
world outside; no sorrowing acquaint1 pound of salt pork finely chopped, 1
La.
ances who have stood by you through the
No. 200.—Triple Beheadings: 1. Hob coffee cup of molasses, 2 cups sugar, 1
long sickness; there is little or none of
coffee
1
of
cup
strong
coffee,
pound
by. 2. Moh-alr. 3. Ear-then. 4. For
that evidence of loving kindness that
1 pound of currants, 1 teaspoonraisins,
tune. 5. Fll-llp. tf. Ant-elope.
comes from neighbors and real friends in
ful cinnamon, allspice and cloves, 1 nut-1
a small city or town, where the dollarNo. 201.—Queer Islands: 1. Society.
meg, 1 tableepoonful of soda, flour to mark is not written so
5. make a stiff
3. Madeira.
4. Skre.
large and so in2. Salile.
batter; bake in a moderate
delibly on everything. It is a paradoxiNewfoundland. 0. Martha's .Vineyard. oven; sufficient for two loaves.
cal
law
that where there are so many
7. Haytl. 8. Caroline. 9. Long Island.
ENGLISH PUDDING.
people there are fewer friends, and when
diminish
the number to a frontier
1 cup molasses, 1-2 cup butter, 1 cup I you
Many sufferers from nasal catarrh say
where
are miles
they get splendid results by using au sweet milk, 1 teaspoon soda, 1 teaspoon I community friends neighbors
are ready to take
For ttîir benefit we pre- each nutmeg, cinnamon, and cloves, 1 apart your
atomizer.
their lives in their hands for you.
pare Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Except cup raieins, 3 1-2 cups of flour; steam 3
that it is liquid it is in all respects like hours.
Reputations by Luck.
the healing, helpful, pain-allaying Cream
1IARD SAUCE.
Balm that the public has been familiar
"Nobody gifted with a sense of humor
Scant 1-2 cup butter, 1 cup powdered ;an fail to be diverted
with for years. No cocaine nor other
by the Puck-like
sugar, beat until creamy, add white of manner in which luck makes and undangerous drug in it. The soothing an
beaten
flavor
to
taste.
stiff,
egg
makes reputations for business ability,"
spray relieves at once and cure is certain.
All druggists, 75 cents, including spraysays an exchange. "A score of years
AI.MOND CAKE.
a
ing tube or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Wargentleman named Jennings was an
4 egg?, 2 cups sugar, 1-2 cup butter, 1 igo
sxtensive owner of down town real estate
ren Street, New York.,
sweet
2
of
milk, teaspoonfuls cream-1 η Chicago. He was the first, I believe,
cup
tartar, 1 of eodû, 3 small cupe of flour; :o
develop on a large scale tbe modern
Had Come to Pay Him.
crack, scald, split and skin the almonds, l· lystem
of the 09 year lease—whereby tbe
Several years ago an affray In a and lay them on the top of the cake be-1, >wner insures himself and bis
heirs for a
fore
Western
in
a
town
resulted
baking.
11 ientury an absolutely fixed rental, free
mining
murder, but Senator Thurston of
ind clear of all obarges. After Mr. JenORANGE CAKE.
Nebraska believing the man who was aclings had leased a lot of his lands for
1-2 cup butter, 1 1-2 cups sugar, 4 eggs, ( 19
cused to have had an innocent intention,
years, a depression came on. Other
took up hie case and had the punishment 1-2 cup milk, 1 teaspoonful of cream tar)eople'8 Incomes were curtailed; but his
lightened. Six months afterwards a tar, 1-2 of soda, grated rind of one vas stable. 'What foresight!' eaid the
man armed to the teeth appeared in the orange and juice of two.
1 own.
'What sagacity! What superb
senator1· office.
"Are
you Squire
1 >ueiness judgment!' Mr. Jennings' views
LEMON PIE.
Thuraton?" he roared. "Yes," said the
( >n the business situation and ontlook
senator. "Are you the fellow that help3 tablespoonfuls of corn atarch die- rere
eagerly Bought. The depression
ed Jack Harley at court?" The senator, solved In cold water. Turn on boiling
>assed; realty prices advanced immeosethinking his time had oome, again water until it thickens, butter sise of an Π y; tbe Jennings lots oould have been
knswered, "Ye·."
"Well," said the egg, 3 spoonfuls sugar; let mixture cool. ] eased at twice tbe rental named in the
nan with the guns and bowie knives, } eggs, saving ont the white· of 2, 1 , ild
Indentures. Tbe town shook its
'I'm Harley'· pardner, an' I've come to jood sized lemon; kake in slow oven.
| lead sympathetically over poor Mr. Jenjay you. I haven't any money, bnt I'm
lings' deplorable short-sightedness."
JELLT CRACKERS.
man of honor.
Anybody in town you
lon't like?" The senator aa*ured him
Toast large square cracker·, put a
Equity.
here was not, bnt the man looked in- tableepoonful of jelly on each one; whip
credulous and said: "Put on your bat, tome cream, flavor with vanilla and pile
Until recently there was a partnership
ire, and take a walk down the street t over the crackers.
xisting between two darky blacksmiths
th me. See anybody you don't like
ι an Alabama town.
The dissolution
HERMITS.
ust throw up your thumb an* I'll pop
f this association was made known by
lim."
1 cup sugar, 1-2 cup molasse·, 3-4 cup
notice nailed upon the door of the
lour cream, 1-4 cup aweet milk, 1 teamithy, which notioe ran m follows:
Friend—I suppose, Mrs. Comeup, your ι
soda, cassia, nutmeg, 1 cup The kopardnershipp heretofor resistme
between
and
Mose
Jenlaughter who i· abroad, understands < opped rafsins; mix soft.
ig
French.
ins is beerby resolved. All perrsons
LEMON TART
FILLING.
Mr·. C.—Ye·, bat «he write· that what
Ο wing tbe firm will settel with me, and
«sale· her ia the people «he meets in
1 oup sugar, 2 egg·, juice of 1 lemon, a II perrsons that the Arm owes to will
*aria don't seem to.
1 * ittel wllh Mom."
1 Mat all well togetfier.

Su

RECOILED.

U'"You

Across: K<iiuil or uniform; one who
brown.
a short dignified {toeui or song:
a letter In summer; to achieve; a Turkpopovers.
I
ish viceroy, governor or commander;
2 egps beaten thoroughly, 1 table-1
a ma sen I lue name.
spoonful of sugar, a little salt, butter I
From 1 to 1, oue who edits; 2 to 2, to size of a walnut, 2 teacups eweet milk, 21
teacups sifted Hour. Bake in hot gem I
acquire by labor.
pane for 20 minutes and serve imme-l

rules;

GAe JEST THAT

„v
Animal Rights.
You
"Necessity!" yelled Ellison.
(Brooklyn Eagle.)
don't rncau—yon can't mean"Although we have sundry drivers who "Better moderate your emotion, LUi"
are more brutal, by far, than the horses
the newcomer advised, indicating
son
they drive, and although the thoughtless a bluecoat who was regardlug them
hoodlum will throw a stone at a cat or

parsley.

·

•

same

than

After peeling put in
separate saucepans, and scald for five
minutes and drain. For each pint of
the mixed vegetables melt in a fryingpan one heaping tablespoonful of butter;
when hot drop in the vegetables and
shake until well greased, then cover and
cook slowly until tender; when partly
done sprinkle with salt and pepper; two
minutes before taking from the fire add
a teaspoonful of lemon juice, and when
in the serving dish sprinkle witb chopped
button onions.

These Itoys are raising the dag of the
country through which they are traveling.—New York Tribune.

a

uk you to

The Typuwy of the Telephone.
We Impeach the telephone of high
crime· end miademeanora, uji the Boa-

Correspondence on topics of Interest to the ladle·
It la guilty of a deadly
In solicited. Address: Editor Homkmakkks' ton Watchman.
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me conspiracy to overthrow the uaageaof
polite aociety and to deatroy the wellMore Recipes of · Few of South eatabllahed caatoma of civilized people.
In ordinary intercourae it ia the height
Paris' Famous Cooks.
of rudeneaa to interrapt people when
they are engaged in con venation with
othera or buaily employed in aomethlng
POTATO SOUP.
Bat the
telephone
Take 4 large potatoes, peel and boil very important.
the moat orltioal
nntil soft, mash very âne, add aa much breaka relentleaaly into
momenta of a business transaction or inboiling milk as will make it of the right
the pleaaant flow of an agreeable
consistency; boil in as little water as terrupta
conversation, and imperionaly demanda
possible two tablespoonfule of tnrnip, Inatant
attention
to Itself. In calling
eight of carrot and one onion chopped
any one in aociety or in baalneaa, it
fine; when done turn all into the sottp; npon
send in a
salt and pepper to taste; just before serv- la the way of civilization to
or at leaat to have yonraelf aning beat 1-2 cup of cream with 1 egg oard,
nounced, ao that there ia an opportunity
yolk and add to the whole.
to decide whether the reception of the
CORN CHOWDKB.
caller will be agreeable or even possible
Slice 6 potatoes and 3 onions, cover at that particular moment. The telewith water and let boil; add pepper and phone ruthlessly breaka down tbia suitsalt; fry ont 3 slices of pork and able safeguard to personal convenience,
cook with the vegetables nntil two-thirds and intrudes uninvited and often on the
done, then add one can of com; set on most inconvenient occasions.
There is reason to fear also that it Is
back of stove and add 1 pint of milk;
beat thoroughly but do not boil.
undermining the babita of kindly and
polite consideration for the comfort of
CREOLE SWEET POTATOES.
others. Often when you perhaps have
4
Take 3 or medium sized sweet pota- suddenly broken off a very important
toes, pare and cut in small pieces; put in and pressing negotiation or piece of work
a frying pan 1-2 cup of sugar, and 1-4 cup at the peremptory call of the telephone,
of butter; put the potatoes in this you take down the receiver only to hear
mixture and cook very slowly nntil done, the words, "Wait a minute!" and you
shaking the spider occasionally to keep And that some one has been saving his
from burning.
time at the expense of your own by having a clerk call you up, and you are
POTATO SALAD.
obliged to wait with the receiver at your
12 cold boiled potatoes chopped fine, 4
ear until he finds it convenient to talk
hard boiled eggs, 2 small
Bermuda with
you. A thing like this in ordinary
onione; sprinkle the onion and potato intercourse would be reaented decisivewith 1-2 teaspoon sugar, salt and peply, and it would be safe when you hear
per, 0 tablespoons butter and vinegar; the words, "Wait a moment," to bang
toss the mixture lightly and cover with
up the receiver at once, were it not for
chopped parsley or lettuce, yolks of 6 the long-distance telephone, which rehard boiled eggs cut fine and the whites
quires a little time to make connections
in rings laid over the top.
for messages. If it were not for the
SARDINE SALAD.
possibility of the message you are waitfrom a distance these
Drain the fish on soft paper until the ing for coming
economical
oil is off, scrape off the skio and remove "wait-a-minute" people, so
the
the bones, squeeze over them lemon of their own time and so wasteful of
time of others, would find themselves
juice; arrange upon a bed of crisp let- left without
a response when at their
tuce leaves and dress with French dressleisure tbey found it convenient to call.
ing; garnish with slices of hard boiled
said
on lines where there are
It is
eggs.
several users the despicable custom of
SOUTHERN CHICKEN SALAD.
eavesdropping bas become a habit with
Boil one chicken until thoroughly some. This and the way of fixing the
tender, chop the chicken fine, being care- telephone so that when any one calls
ful not to put in the skin or tough bits; they are met with only a confusing buzchop very fine 4 stalks of celery and 2 zing or tbo reply from a machine, "Line
sweet cucumber pickles, the whites of 1 is busy," are such plain violations of the
dozen hard boiled eggs; pour over a moat ordinary rules of good manners or
quantity of salad cream and set in a cool even decent courtesy that any arrangeincivilities
ment which makes such
place.
not to be tolerated in a
possible
ought
MAYONNAISE DRESSING.
civilized community.
Beat the yolks of two eggs until they
We are quite well aware that the teleare creamy, then add very slowly 4 tablephone has come to stay, but that need
spoons of melted butter, 2 tablespoons of not prevent an occasional protest from
vinegar; pour the contents from the the bleeding victims of its tyranny. We
mixture into a double boiler, continue are even ready to allow that in business
stirring until the mixture begins to get it is such a great convenience that one
thick, remove from the water and stir can bring himself to condone its sins for
until cool; add 1-2 teaspoon salt, 2 tea- the sake of its time-saving qualities. But
spoons French mustard and 2 of sugar; a telephone in a private house is an outhaving previously beaten the whites of rage on every idea of a home. It dethe 2 eggs anfl 1-4 tumbler of cream, stir stroys all privacy and all possibility of
this into the dressing in the order complete rest. It keeps the attention
named.
always alert, and makes real repose and
comfort impossible.
NEW
Select potatoes

scarce.

Bankrupt. J
To the Hon. CUUUMC· Halk. Judge of the Die
trtct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine

ORDER OF NOTICE

case, to compensate, a guard, and
contended.
Answer—Drawer,
make
reward, warder, warred.
1. Transpose to mourn and make α
shelf over a fireplace, a loose garment»
and pertaining to the mind. 2. Transpose to ramble and make a keeper, cautioned, and a masculine name. 3.
Transpose more precious and make a
book for learners, to iteruse agaia, and
a

yours,

_

In the matter of
AUGUSTUS r.

No. 204.—Transpositions.
All the words described contain the
same number of .letters.
Example: Transpose a sliding box In

oie of the safest and best medicines to have
in the house for children. I would not b·

If the testimony of great numbers of
the readers of The New-York Tribune
Farmer is a fair basis for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what is known
as its Veterinary
Department is everywhere esteemed highly. It is, however,
Dr.
more than a veterinary department.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of it
for more than live years, every week answers vory many questions in regard to
every variety of livestock known on the
REBECCA D. LOVKJOY, late of Andover. American farm, not alone prescribing
deceased ; dual account, also petition for dlstr
medicine and treatmeut, but telling how
butlon of balance remaining In his hands, prethe diseases might have been prevented,
sented by Edmund M. Bailey, administrator.
and laying down specific rules for feed
ADDISON E. HERR1ÇR, Judge of said Court. and care in
health, in sickness and in
A true copy—Attest:
convalescetice.
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
Every farmer keeps
some livestock—good veterinarians are

Discharge.

No. 203.—Insertion.
Insert all in wicked and "have a song.

your Elixir. I gave it to my children, and
after the third dose one of them passed a
long round worm. I also wish to say it is

I
PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested In either of the Ketate
hereinafter name·I :
At a Probate Court, hel.t at Parts, In ami
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
July, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred an<l seven. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Οκΐ»:κκι>:
That noUoe thereof be given to all persons In
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parts, tn said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Ruin ford tails, on
the third Tuesday of August, A. O. iaw7, at m
of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard there
on tf they see cause.

Petition for

No. 202.—Letter Puzzle.
What two letters of the alphabet
spell the following: 1. Not full. 2.
Frosty. 3, A weapon. 4. To beal. &
Not difficult, β. Emulation. 7. A tran»
action of business. 8. A short original
treatise. 9. An evergreen vine.

Centre Abincton, Mass.
Dr. True r—'"I wish to inform you of the
success 1 have had in using one bottle of

2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. À boat 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
commanding a fine view. A spring of
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
bouse. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Bankrupt's

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Ë. W. ( ΗΑ\ΠΜ Ι{,

Builders' Finish!
I will furnteh DOORS and WINDOW.·* of UJ
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames,
If in want of any kin·! of Klnlsh for !·.-Me or
!'!>.■ I.um
Outside work, send In your orden
ber ami Shingles on band Cheap for t a»b.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Malchel Hard Woo«l Floor Hoard*

F.

W.

Sumner,

Weet

lor »».<?·

CBANDMR,
Mstne.

....

...

THE...

Norway National Bank

payable

issues checks

all parts of
the world in the currency of the country on

nearly

in

UNPROFITABLE

FEEDING

Intelligent stock

that

a

raisers know

certain amount of feed Is

keep an animal
might feed that
amount as long as It lives, and It
would never gain a pound.
necessary to
alive.
They

There Is no

protlt

In that kind

of feeding. The kind that pays
Is the kind thut builds flesh rapidly. If It takes twenty pounds

of food each day to keep a sheep
alive, twenty-live pounds a day
will make It gain flesh. It's the
extra live that brings the protlt.
The first five pounds amounts to
nothing, nor does the second or
third or fourth five

pounds.

ηβγ with adYon have to do a
certain «mount to overcoinc
the reelatance of the public.
It'a tbe

»umo

vertising.

You

have

to

do

certain

η

amount of advertising to make

them wake up to the fact tbut
you are in business at all. Tou
have to pay a certain amount to

keep

What

your

advertising

alive.

above

that
amount brings profit
Some advertisers fall because
they do not use enough space.

They

you

use

pay

which drawn.

barely enough

or some-

time· not quite enough to make
the advertising self sustaining.
A little bit more would make It

profitable. It la better to adver-

tlae a little too much than not

quite enough.—Charles
Bates.

Austin

Some of our adv«rtla«rs could
enl&rf· their spec· with
profit

FOK SALE.

One Concord wagon in good «·<>ιι<ΐϋΐ··η,
maone two-horrie McCormick mowing

chine,

a

wi'noii
Cbunipion home-rake,
butterK r fur-

driving harness, a lever
worker, and a Blanchard churn.
ther particulars inquire of
hand

June 17, 11)07.

A. J. I'KNI.KV.
South 1'aris, Maine.
-;,ti

"REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Norway.

Me.

m.·-, rubCan afford to and will pay more for
w
a
bers, and metal than any stranger l'K1'
house.
your
dearIron
for
ton
He paye from ti to #'.» per
end to film here.
He buys folded newspapers.
i«>u«w·
He Is paying for mixed rags, 1 cent
I'»ys !"ir'w
Rubbers according to market.
price for bran sacks.

picture Frames

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings

in aff

Styles.

High Grade Portrait Work
If! Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
..'.tlNickol· St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

